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Editorial
The papers in this special issue are revised and extended versions of selected communications presented at the 10th
International Conference on Implementation and Application of Automata (CIAA 2005), held in Sophia Antipolis,
France, on June 27–29, 2005. The conference was dedicated to all the current issues related to automata, their imple-
mentation and their applications. The communications’ topics ranged from new models of automata, complexity of
automata operations, and new algorithms for efﬁcient implementation of various kinds of automata, to applications of
automata to natural language processing, biology, software engineering, XML, and music.
Ten outstanding papers were selected amongst the 26 regular communications published in volume 3845 of the
Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Springer Verlag). They are representative of the conference’s topics: theoretical
issues, applications, implementations and experimental results. The extended versions have been referred according to
the scientiﬁc standards of Theoretical Computer Science.
We wish to thank the authors and the referees for their timely efforts in the production of this issue. We will also
wish to thank the editors and staff of Theoretical Computer Science (and especially Giorgio Ausiello, editor in chief),
and Sylvain Schmitz, for their help throughout this process.
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